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Orbital Technology - The Science of the Cut
By: Steve Buttitta, Nick Dougill, & George Vander Voort
Introduction
Abrasive sectioning is frequently the first step of metallographic
preparation. Though reasons for inspection are many and diverse,
all have the goal of a microscopic examination of a surface free of
deformation from sectioning. Spending a little extra time and effort
in the initial cutting stage can reduce the amount of later sample
preparation time as well as increase the accuracy and reliability
of results. In the quest to reach this goal there are many possible
solutions.
Each solution must be weighed considering variables that are
important to processing, such as sectioning time and the depth of
deformation on the sample. In order to obtain optimum results, it
is important to choose the appropriate abrasive cut-off wheel and
cutter that will allow the wheel to work the way it was designed.
This Tech-Note will show how a prudent metallographer can obtain
the technical understanding and equipment needed to produce
high quality, consistent cuts in a minimum of time.
Abrasive Wheel Construction
Abrasive cut-off wheels are made by pressing together a
heterogeneous mixture of binder, filler, and abrasive particles,
typically alumina or silicon carbide, to form the cut-off wheels
familiar to you. The purpose of the abrasive particles is to abrade
or cut the sample. The binder and filler hold the abrasive together
and wear away at a rate specifically designed to keep wheel life as
high as possible while obtaining a low deformation, burn-free cut.
The type of binder and the percentage of filler determine the rate
at which the wheel will wear.
It is necessary for the wheel bond to break down to expose the
abrasive particles. In turn, during cutting, the abrasive particles
dull and are pulled out of the wheel allowing new, sharp abrasive
particles to be exposed. For this process to be as efficient and cost
effective as possible, the abrasive particles must be retained within
the wheel until the abrasive particles ‘just’ become blunt (Figure
1a). If the bond strength is too soft for the application, the abrasive
particles are released prematurely while they are still sharp. Thus
the wheel life is shortened and the cost of the cut is increased
(Figure 1b). If the bond strength is too strong for the application,
the blunted abrasive particles are held excessively long and burning,
angled cuts, or wheel breakage can result (Figure 1c). In the latter
two cases, unacceptable conditions develop and substandard
cuts, increased cut time, and increased cost result. To achieve the
optimum condition, the filler and binding medium must withstand
a specific shear force dependent on the material to be cut.

The force required to cut with sharp particles is much smaller than
the force required to cut with dull particles. For example, when
cutting a tomato with a freshly sharpened knife, one feels almost
as if there is no resistance from the tomato. The wheel slides
smoothly and effortlessly through the tomato leaving a clean, flat
cut. However, if a dull knife is used, the knife seems to smash its
way through the tomato rather than cut, and the resistance of the
tomato is easily felt.
Each abrasive particle in a cut-off wheel feels the combination of
two forces. The first is the force created by pushing the wheel and
sample together, called the feed force. The feed force acts in the
direction of the radius of the wheel. The second force is the torque
force created by pulling the abrasives through the sample. The
torque force is tangential to the wheel. As abrasive particles dull,
the torque force required to push them through a sample increases.
In a perfectly made wheel, the torque force required to pull a dull
particle through the sample is equal to the torque force needed
to pull a particle out of the wheel. This allows for the particles to
remain in the wheel for their entire useful life, but pull out before
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they begin to create more than acceptable damage. Because the
ratio of the torque force required to cut versus the torque force
needed to pull a particle out of the wheel is material dependent,
different wheels are recommended for different materials.
Once a wheel is manufactured, the forces it will withstand are
fixed. That is to say, once the ideal wheel properties have been
ascertained, it is left solely to the cutter to create an environment
in which the properties of the wheel can be utilized as designed.
As one can surmise, in order to keep a wheel functioning both
consistently and optimally, the torque force exerted on individual
particles needs to be kept as constant as possible. In addition, if the
torque force required by each particle to cut can be kept as low as
possible, the deformation created in the sectioning procedure can
be minimized. Recall that a sharp knife leaves minimal deformation
while a dull knife smashes the tomato. It should be pointed out
that with the dull knife, ‘deformation’ is not limited to the surface
being cut, but can extend well below what the eye can readily see.
The only effective way to keep the force on each abrasive particle
constant and low is to also keep the area of contact between the
wheel and the sample being cut constant and low. This is called
Minimum Area of Contact Cutting (MACC).
The three criteria most often of interest are cut quality, time, and
cost. More often than not, the first two criteria are closely related.
Without sufficient information on abrasive cutting technology, cut
quality and cut time are sometimes optimized with disregard to the
effect on cut cost. While using a wheel with a softer bond than
recommended will produce fast, high quality cuts, this will, on the
other hand, lead to excessive and unnecessary wheel wear and, in
turn, increased cost per cut.
Cut-Off Saws
It is widely accepted in industry that for traditional cutters, sectioning
time is dependent on the orientation of the sample to the direction
of the wheel travel. The recommended orientation allows the
wheel contact area to be kept to a minimum, which helps to
fulfill the requirement of constant and small wheel contact area.
Figure 2 shows an example of two possible sample orientations.
As visible in Figure 2a, from cut start to finish, the wheel contact
area is minimized (MACC), therefore allowing the wheel to work
more efficiently and cut time is reduced. For many small parts, the
traditional style chop cutter (Figure 3a) is acceptable because the
wheel contact area is always relatively small.
Due to the physical restraints of fitting large parts entirely inside the
cutter, often the ideal orientation is not possible. Chop cutters offer
no solutions to this problem. In Figure 2b, one can see that, as the
wheel travels into the cut, the contact area is increased drastically.
Depending on the thickness of the sample, the ratio of wheel contact
area from Figure 2b to Figure 2a can be on the order of 5 to 1.
The feed rate of abrasive cutters is based on one of two scenarios,
either the load exerted on the wheel is kept constant or the feed rate
is constant. The torque force each abrasive particle feels is equal to
the torque force the cutter provides the entire wheel divided by the
number of particles the sample is in contact with. With a constant
feel cutter, as the wheel contact area increases, more abrasive
particles come in contact with the specimen. The force with which
each particle can cut is reduced, reducing also the depth to which
each particle digs into the sample sometimes causing the wheel to
slow or stall. The result is that less material is removed per unit of
time as the abrasive begins to rub rather than cut. If the contact arc
becomes too large, there is insufficient torque force available to pull
dull particles out of the wheel and the wheel becomes blunt. For
the first type of cutter with constant load, if the torque is divided
among too large a number of particles, the torque on each particle is
insufficient to cut. The wheel then spins in place rubbing on the part.
This creates more heat than the coolant can dissipate and thermal

deformation or burning is induced. For a typical part, physical
deformation is measured in microns, while thermal deformation
on a part that has been burned, can be dramatically larger, to the
point that it can be measured in millimeters. If the cutter has an
automatic feed, the wheel is pushed with ever increasing force into
the part. Now, the dull particles smash their way through the cut
resulting in greatly increased deformation.
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Figure 2a. Recommended orientation. (Contact area in yellow)
Figure 2b. Less favorable orientation. (Contact area in yellow)

The chop style cutter may be equipped with a pulsing option (Figure
3b). On these cutters, the wheel is fed into the sample and then
pauses in place. This cycle is repeated until the cut is complete. As
the cutter pulses, the wheel is stress shocked causing both sharp
and dull abrasive particles to fall out and new ones to be exposed.
Though this option is an improvement over straight chop cutting,
because sharp abrasives cause less deformation, cut times and wheel
wear are generally high.
Oscillation style cutters (Figure 3c) oscillate perpendicular to the
cutting direction. The oscillation minimizes the cut contact area.
Reducing the cut contact area permits the cutter to deal with larger
parts more effectively than the chop style cutter.
Traverse and increment cutters (Figure 3d), although a breakthrough
in solving the problem of wheel contact area, create new problems,
equally as large. With this method, a strip of material is removed
from the sample by running either the wheel or workpiece
perpendicular to the cut direction. When one full strip has been
removed, the cutter retreats to the side it started on, the head drops
down a set increment and another strip is removed. In these cutters,
the wheel contact area is kept constant and small, allowing a cut
of consistent quality through the entire part; and, wheel wear is
kept within design parameters. With traverse and increment cutters,
the wheel is moved over a long distance. Because the wheel must
travel to the end of the stroke, return, and then increment down to
the next stroke, cut times are higher. The second fault of this style
of cutter is that the wheel traverse length must be longer than the
sample. Therefore, with larger parts, there may be insufficient room
in the cutter to accommodate this requirement. If this requirement is
not met, then the cutter keeps all of its faults and adds those of an
oscillation style cutter. In other words, true MACC is not achieved.
The last problem encountered with this cutter is that unlike every
other type of cutter, it must be programmed every time a specimen
of a different size is sectioned in order to optimize the settings.
Provided the sample to be cut allows the wheel to travel beyond
both edges of the cut, a high quality cut can be obtained. With
program set up time and wheel idle time, this quality is bought with
the price of longer cut times.
Orbital Cutting, the Solution!
Orbital cutting (Figure 3e), like that of the Buehler DELTA™
Automatic Orbital Cutter, has presented a solution to all of these
problems. Orbital cutting works by combining the best characteristics
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of chop, oscillation, and transverse and increment cutters and solves
the high cut time issues as well. As the wheel is fed into the sample,
the arbor of the wheel is also rotated in a small ellipse planar with
the wheel. This allows the wheel to cut a strip of material out of
the sample much like the traverse and increment cutter. But now,
instead of having to retreat to its original starting point, drop down
and start again, the wheel is ready to begin to cut on the original
side. Because of the elliptical orbit in conjunction with the controlled
wheel feed, MACC is maintained regardless of part size. Unlike the
traverse and increment cutter, no special programming is required
as part size varies. The cutter needs only to be told the overall cut
depth and desired feed rate if the part size is changed.
Traverse and increment and orbital cutting methods provide very
effective control of the contact arc of the wheel, and thus the load
on the motor via the feed increment. The greater the feed increment,
the larger the contact arc and vice versa. However, the orbital action
allows a continual wheel feed to be applied during cutting which is
not available in traverse and increment cutters. With orbital cutting
the contact arc of the wheel can be controlled dynamically via the
feed speed. Orbital cutting overcomes the two cutting problems
above by simple control of the feed speed via a drivable mechanical
screw. The wheel is advanced at a constant feed rate, not related
to force as in traditional methods.
DELTA Automatic Orbital Cutter Advantages
The DELTA Automatic Orbital Cutter has benefits in all areas of

sectioning performance. Compared with other abrasive cutters of
similar physical size, the DELTA Orbital Cutter has both a larger motor
and sample bed. With the larger sample bed and more powerful
motor, the cutting envelope has been increased.
Another benefit is the level of automation preprogrammed into the
machine. An example of this is the DELTA Orbital Cutter’s SMARTCUT
feature. The operator has the ability to change the feed rate at any
time, even during the cut. During a cut, the individual abrasives are
moved across the component by the rotating wheel. The wheel feed
is constant and cannot move backwards, and thus the abrasives
must remove material or be sheared from the wheel. As stated
before, the feed is directly related to the wheel contact area. If the
feed rate is set too low, time is wasted. If the feed rate is too high,
the wheel contact area would be higher than the wheel had been
designed for and imperfect cuts or wheel breakage would result.
The SMARTCUT feature senses overloading of the motor during
the cut. If this occurs, the cutter will automatically reduce the feed
rate if the preset limit is exceeded. When the cutter senses it is safe
to return to the originally set feed rate, it will do so. This feature
ensures that cut quality is exceptional and repeatable.
Cutter Data Results
As shown above, the cutting theory that the DELTA Automatic
Orbital Cutter is based upon is superior to that of other cutters.
Cut times are reduced and cut quality is impeccable, as shown by
the following cutter test results.

CUTTING STYLE AND WHEEL PATH
Wheel Path
3a Chop Cutting
The traditional from of machine operation.
Wheel contact arc is governed by specimen
size. Generally a struggle with large/difficult
parts.
3b

Sample

Chop Cutting with Pulsing
Wheel contact still governed by specimen size.
The pulsing action gives a shock to the wheel
causing abrasives to break away. Wheel wear
is generally high with this method.

3c
Oscillation
The wheel is reciprocated over a small distance.
This minimizes the contact arc. Available only
on manual labor-intensive cutters.

3d Traverse and Increment
The wheel contact arc can be precisely
controlled via depth increment.The traverse
stroke must always exceed the part length
to avoid a change in wheel contact arc area.
Machine needs to be set for each part. Action
is slow
3e Orbital
Similar in action to traverse and increment
but on a curved path. Simpler and quicker in
operation. Part size is irrelevant as the orbital
action produces a minimum contact arc area
during cutting.
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Figure 5a. Surface of soft steel cut by Chop Style 6a. Cross-section of soft steel cut by Chop Style Figure 7a. Aluminum -- 11% Silicon alloy cut
by Chop Style Cutter – as polished.
Cutter – polished and etched.
Cutter – as-cut condition.

Figure 5b. Surface of soft steel cut by Orbital Figure 6b. Cross-section of soft steel cut by Figure 7b. Aluminum -- 11% silicon alloy cut by
Orbital Cutter – as polished.
Cutter – as-cut condition.
Orbital Cutter – polished and etched.

The first criteria evaluated was cut time. The same specimens were
cut with a chop style cutter and with the DELTA Orbital Cutter
with the recommended wheel for each material (Figure 4a). For
low hardness materials, the cut times were nearly identical. As the
hardness of the material was increased, the DELTA Orbital Cutter
had no problems maintaining the same cut time. By keeping the
wheel contact area small, it is very difficult to stall the wheel during
a cut. With increasing hardness, the chop style cutter is unable to
produce the conditions necessary for the wheel to cut efficiently.
At a sample hardness of 60 HRC, the chop cutter took over 50%
longer than the orbital cutter. The chop style cutter results bear
proof that a variable wheel contact area is inadequate. Wheel life
is measured using the material/wear ratio. This value measures the
area of material cut relative to the area of wheel wear encountered.
Higher material wear ratios, or M/W ratios, mean longer wheel life.
Figure 4b shows that the samples cut with the chop cutter, not only
take longer, but also the wheel life was drastically reduced. The
combination of the information on these two graphs demonstrates
how the cost of cutting a part, by both allowing higher throughput
and extended wheel life, can be sizably reduced with the orbital
cutter. This savings will occur with any cut but can be most dramatic
as the hardness and size of samples increase.

While cut cost is always important, often the quality of the cut is
more important. Cut quality is measured by evaluating the depth of
subsurface deformation. Experience often allows one to compare
two cut surfaces in the as-cut condition and to make a judgment
about the deformation created below the surface. Smoother cut
surfaces tend to have less subsurface deformation. Figure 5 shows
a piece of soft steel cut with both a chop style cutter and the DELTA
Orbital Cutter. The chop style cut surface is obviously much rougher
and shows more variability while the DELTA Orbital cut is smoother
and more uniform. From this we can surmise that the DELTA Orbital
Cutter will produce a consistent and small amount of deformation
whereas the deformation layer created by the chop style cutter will
be larger and more unpredictable.
The above hypothesis about relative deformation created with the
two cutter types was verified by metallographic examination. The
first example presented, a 0.4% carbon cast steel etched with 2%
nital, is shown in Figure 6. When the samples were prepared by
polishing a plane at an orientation 90° relative to the cut surface,
the surface roughness and deformation created by the cutting
procedure could be measured. The chop cut part had a surface
roughness of approximately 12μm while the part cut on the DELTA
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Orbital Cutter had a 1-2μm surface roughness. In addition, the
subsurface deformation measured on the chop cut part was 28μm
compared with 12μm depth of deformation for the orbital cut part,
57% reduction in damage depth.

same material using chop cutting, which yields greater wheel life.

A second example using an aluminum alloy with 11% silicon is
shown in Figure 7. The bulk material shows generally straight silicon
needles in the as polished condition. At the surface these needles
have been bent and shattered. The depth to which this deformation
can been seen is 67% less for the DELTA Orbital cut part.

Answer: Nothing, except to keep the coolant and coolant tank
properly maintained as far as level and cleanliness. The Delta Orbital
Cutter’s coolant system is designed for optimum cooling. The
coolant lines are fixed into the wheel shroud directing the coolant
onto both sides of the cutoff wheel. Due to the elliptical orbit of
the wheel, once per second, the wheel is lifted out of the cut while
the rotation of the wheel carries the coolant into the bottom of the
cut. The same action that controls the minimum contact arc allows
the coolant to flow completely through the cut.

Conclusion
Abrasive wheels vary in filler, binder, and abrasive size, type and
porosity depending upon the material to be cut. In consequence,
the need of matching the appropriate cut-off wheel to the material
being cut is paramount. However, as shown above, the wheel can
only do so much. If the wheel is chosen correctly, cut time, wheel
wear, and cut quality become a function of the cutter. Smaller
parts are much more forgiving of poor cutter design because by
definition, wheel contact area is kept small. Larger parts present
larger problems. The most efficient way to deal with these problems
is with orbital cutting. In every criteria, the orbital cutting style has
excelled from up to a 35% reduction in cut time, 500% greater
wheel life, and about a 60% reduction in deformation.
Tech-Tips
Question: Can I set the feed rate at maximum and allow
“SMARTCUT” to control the feed rate so I can get the fastest cut
time?
Answer: With the exception of some very soft materials, setting the
feed rate at the maximum setting is not advisable. “SMARTCUT”
monitors machine stress conditions and decreases feed rate and
wheel contact arc when overload conditions are detected. If the
feed rate is set extremely high there may not be enough time for
the machine to decrease the feed rate before the overload condition
causes the cut-off wheel to bind in the specimen or causes the
cutter’s circuit breaker to trip. It is best to set a feed rate near the
lower end of the scale and observe how long the machine readout
shows “SMARTCUT”. The ideal feed rate setting is when the readout
shows “SMARTCUT” only while sectioning through the largest area
of the specimen.

Question: What can I do to insure that the coolant is flowing to
the best area to keep the specimen cool?

Question: Does the clamping method depend upon the particular
style cutter being used?
Answer: Clamping requirements do not depend upon the style of
cutter being used, but are mainly a function of the size and shape
of the material being cut. Many clamp styles can be chosen but the
design must fit inside the cutter and must hold the part to be cut
securely. Blade breakage problems can often be traced to inadequate
clamping. To avoid pinching of the wheel by the specimen when
the cut is nearly complete, we recommend that one clamp be
adjusted so that it is tight, while the other is just “snug” enough
to keep the specimen from shifting after the wheel has completed
the cut. Clearly, the tight side should be the more massive side and
the “snug” side should be the less massive side. Pinching of blades
is a bigger problem with irregularly shaped parts than with simple
geometric shapes, like rounds, squares and rectangles.

Question: Why, if there are other sectioning methods that control
the contact arc, is orbital so much faster?
Answer: The orbital sectioning method rotates the cut-off wheel
while applying an elliptical orbit to the cutting face of the wheel.
This presentation of the wheel minimizes the contact arc in such a
way that more material is removed per minute from the specimen,
with less actual mechanical distance traveled by the cut-off wheel.
Question: Do I need specialized cut-off wheels for Orbital sectioning
or can I use cut-off wheels that I already possess?
Answer: It is always advisable to use the cutoff wheels that were
developed for a particular type of abrasive cutter. Cut-off wheels
designed for chop style cutters have a softer bond to allow for
adequate wear when sectioning larger cross sections. If used in an
Orbital cutter these wheels would exhibit rapid wear. The contact
arc of orbital cut-off wheels is always controlled and small. For
orbital cutting, the wheel bond can be made harder than for the
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